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Abstract
The sea ice cover in the Arctic is undergoing drastic changes. Since the start
of satellite observations by microwave remote sensing in the late 1970’s, the
maximum summer sea ice extent has been decreasing and thereby causing a
generally thinner and younger sea ice cover. Spaceborne radar remote sensing
facilitates the determination of sea ice properties in a changing climate with the
high spatio-temporal resolution necessary for a better understanding of the ongoing
processes as well as safe navigation and operation in ice infested waters.
The work presented in this thesis focuses on the one hand on synergies of
multi-frequency spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery for sea ice
classification. On the other hand, the fusion of radar altimetry observations
with near-coincidental SAR imagery is investigated for its potential to improve
3-dimensional sea ice information retrieval. Investigations of ice/water classification
of C- and L-band SAR imagery with a feed-forward neural network demonstrated
the capabilities of both frequencies to outline the sea ice edge with good accuracy.
Classification results also indicate that a combination of both frequencies can
improve the identification of thin ice areas within the ice pack compared to C-band
alone. Incidence angle normalisation has proven to increase class separability of
different ice types. Analysis of incidence angle dependence between 19–47◦ at co-
and cross-polarisation from Sentinel-1 C-band images closed a gap in existing slope
estimates at cross-polarisation for multiyear sea ice and confirms values obtained in
other regions of the Arctic or with different sensors. Furthermore, it demonstrated
that insufficient noise correction of the first subswath at cross-polarisation increased
the slope estimates by 0.01 dB/1◦ for multiyear ice. The incidence angle dependence
of the Sentinel-1 noise floor affected smoother first-year sea ice and made the first
subswath unusable for reliable incidence angle estimates in those cases. Radar
altimetry can complete the 2-dimensional sea ice picture with thickness information.
By comparison of SAR imagery with altimeter waveforms from CryoSat-2, it is
demonstrated that waveforms respond well to changes of the sea ice surface in the
order of a few hundred metres to a few kilometres. Freeboard estimates do however
not always correspond to these changes especially when mixtures of different ice
types are found within the footprint. Homogeneous ice floes of about 10 km are
necessary for robust averaged freeboard estimates.
The results demonstrate that multi-frequency and multi-sensor approaches
open up for future improvements of sea ice retrievals from radar remote sensing
techniques, but access to in-situ data training and validation will be critical.
Keywords: sea ice, SAR imaging, radar altimetry, sea ice concentration, sea ice
classification, Fram Strait, Beaufort Sea
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1 Introduction
The Arctic sea ice cover plays a key role in the global and regional climate systems.
Sea ice acts as an insulator between the ocean and the atmosphere thereby regulating
the exchange of heat and momentum [1]. The higher albedo, i.e. the ability to
reflect solar radiation, of sea ice and especially its snow cover impedes the uptake
of solar radiation by the ocean. A decrease of the fractional ice cover reduces the
albedo and increased solar heating of the ocean further reduces the sea ice coverage
and vice versa. This effect is known as the ice-albedo feedback loop [2]. Sea ice
also forms a natural habitat for a unique flora and fauna [3] and is an essential
part of the living environment of indigenous people. Figure 1.1 summarises the
role of sea ice in the climate and ecological systems.
Changes of the sea ice cover therefore directly impact the local climate [4, 5] and
imposes challenges on the vulnerable ecosystem of the Arctic Ocean [6]. Knowledge
of the sea ice state is thus crucial for the understanding of ongoing processes and
future predictions of the Arctic sea ice. The sea ice cover has been continuously
and consistently monitored by spaceborne passive microwave radiometers on a
daily basis since the late 1970’s. Though interannual variability is large, a clear
decrease of the yearly minimum sea ice extent and slight decrease of the maximum
extent have been observed [7]. Figure 1.2 shows the median Arctic minimum sea
ice extent from the satellite observations era (1981-2010) along the minimum sea
ice extent 2019 provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) [8].
Moreover, the areal fraction of old multiyear sea ice, i.e. ice that has survived
more than one summer’s melt, has significantly been reduced since the start of
the observations [9, 10]. The loss in multiyear sea ice and decrease in summer sea
ice extent are concurrent with the reduction of mean sea ice thickness and hence
the volume of the ice cover in the Arctic [11–13]. Thinning of the sea ice is also
associated with an increase in sea ice drift speeds enhancing deformation and lead
formation [14].
The retreating and thinning sea ice cover is not only one of the most visible signs
of climate change but also increases accessibility of the Arctic for exploration and
exploitation as well as commercial, scientific and touristic activities. The seasonal
opening of northern shipping routes and exploitation of newly accessible fishing
grounds have already increased the ship traffic in the Arctic [15, 16]. Navigation
and offshore operations in ice infested waters require high resolution, in the order
of a few hundred to a few tens of metres, and timely information of the sea ice
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Figure 1.1: Sea ice in the climate and ecological system.
cover to minimise the risk of accidents and to protect the environment. Passive
microwave radiometry used to derive the long-term climate time series of sea ice
extent cannot meet these requirements regarding spatial resolution. Optical remote
sensing techniques on the other hand provide the necessary resolution, but polar
night and cloud coverage limit the use as data source for operational navigational
information. Since the beginning of the 1990’s spaceborne synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) imagery has become the main source for higher spatial and temporal
resolution information about the Arctic sea ice cover not only for operational and
navigational purposes but also for studying local and regional variations of the
sea ice cover [17]. Using electromagnetic radiation in the microwave region of the
spectrum guarantees all year round and all weather observing capabilities, but
interpretation of the imagery is not straight forward as the human visual system
is trained for perception of optical information. Understanding the scattering of
electromagnetic radiation from sea ice is therefore crucial for image interpretation.
Radar is most sensitive to the surface and upper layer of the sea ice that undergoes
constant changes induced by ambient conditions and ageing of the ice. Extensive
research on radar scattering and in-situ observations has built the foundation of
using SAR imagery to retrieve geophysical parameters of sea ice [18–20].
SAR imagery contains information about the sea ice type, e.g. new ice, young
ice, first-year or multiyear ice, that is exploited for manual interpretation as well as
automatic classification tasks to discriminate ice types or to identify leads [21–23].
Forced by wind and currents, sea ice is constantly moving creating for example ridges
and leads by convergence and divergence of sea ice floes. Subsequent images of the
same area enable motion estimation at high temporal and spatial resolution [24, 25].
3Sea Ice Extent September 2019
Median Ice Extent Sep. 1981-2010
Arctic Circle
Legend
Figure 1.2: Map of the Arctic with sea ice extent.
Radar interferometry exploiting phase differences between two acquisitions is used
to derive sea ice topography or stability of landfast ice [26, 27]. Sea ice thickness
cannot be directly estimated from SAR imagery with sufficient accuracy [28, 29]
but is of great interest both for climate research and navigation.
Sea ice thickness information has been scarce in space and time on the one hand
because of the inaccessibility of the Arctic for in-situ measurements and on the other
hand by limitations to retrieve sea ice thickness by means of remote sensing. Radar
altimetry has long provided accurate information about sea surface height but large
footprints and orbital constraints that excluded large parts of the central Arctic
have limited the use for sea ice thickness measurements [30]. Promising results
from altimeters on ERS-1/2 and Envisat [31, 32] and improvements in altimeter
technology to reduce the along-track footprint size [33] led to the development
of the CryoSat-2 mission dedicated to obtain sea ice thickness information up to
high latitudes. Altimeter measurements from this mission allow sea ice thickness
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retrievals on a continuous and Arctic wide basis [34].
Availability of radar remote sensing data and reference or ground truth data
has in the past often been the limiting factor for research possibilities. This
has drastically changed in recent years owing to more sensors in space and a
more open data policy granting access to large amounts of data. The increased
resources offer unique opportunities for not only spatially and temporally consistent
observations but also for the intercomparison of different sensors that has often been
impeded by large time lags. SAR imagery has long been an invaluable source as
reference data for coarser resolution observations and verification of lead detection in
altimeter measurements [35, 36]. Research of sea ice classification from spaceborne
SAR imagery has so far focused on data from C-band. Though multi-frequency
polarimetric data has been used in some studies for sea ice classification [37–39]
little work has been done on wide swath imagery. Image resolution impacts the
information content per unit area [40] and results therefore need to be validated
for different resolutions. Altimeter measurements are to date mostly used for
hemispherical weekly or monthly averaged maps of sea ice thickness [41, 42], albeit
the introduction of the delay/Doppler altimeter improved the spatial resolution [33].
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate synergies of multi-frequency
and multi-sensor radar remote sensing techniques for sea ice type and ice/water
discrimination in the Arctic. Near-coincidental wide swath SAR imagery from
Sentinel-1 at C-band and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 at L-band are compared with respect
to their individual classification capabilities either to complement the lack of data
of one frequency or the potential gain of using a combination of the two different
frequencies. Multi-sensor approaches focus on the combination of radar altimeter
data and SAR imagery to evaluate the sensitivity of altimeter waveforms and
associated freeboard estimates to small scale changes, i.e. hundreds of metres to a
few kilometres, of the sea ice surface caused by variations in ice type or deformation
features. Furthermore this comparison aims to create a basis for transferring the
improved spatial resolution of delay/Doppler altimeters to ice thickness retrievals
that are aided by ice type identification from SAR imagery.
The coming chapters provide the background knowledge necessary for the
interpretation of the radar data as well as an introduction to the measurement
principles of SAR images and radar altimetry. Furthermore, the work presented
in the appended papers is set into context of past and current research and the
addressed problems are outlined in more detail. The results of the papers are
shortly summarised and are followed by a conclusion and an outlook to future
research and challenges is given. The papers that form the thesis are presented in
the appendix.
2 Microwave Scattering of Sea Ice
Observing the sea ice cover with active microwave instruments requires an un-
derstanding of the interaction of electromagnetic waves with the sea ice surface
and volume. Scattering of electromagnetic waves depends on the one hand on the
characteristics of the radar system and on the other hand on the properties of the
sea ice. The radar system can be described by the frequency and polarisation,
i.e. the orientation of the electric field vector relative to the surface, of the elec-
tromagnetic radiation as well as its observing geometry, i.e. incidence direction
with respect to the surface. More information on the radar system is also given in
Chapter 3. Sea ice properties of interest are surface roughness, volume composition
and its dielectric characteristics. This chapter develops the background knowledge
necessary for the interpretation of SAR images and altimeter waveforms.
2.1 Sea Ice
Sea ice is a complex heterogeneous and anisotropic medium that consists of fresh-
water ice, liquid brine inclusions, i.e. a highly saline solution trapped between
ice crystals and air voids, and is additionally often covered by a layer of snow.
It can be described by its physical, e.g. density, salinity and surface roughness,
and dielectric, e.g. refractive index, properties. All these are highly variable in
space and time and a complex function of amongst others sea ice age, its history
and the ambient conditions. Radar scattering depends on the characteristics of
the sea ice cover and changes induced by growth, ageing and deformation of sea
ice are of importance for remote sensing. This section gives a brief overview of
sea ice evolution relevant to sea ice remote sensing and is based on more rigorous
descriptions that can be found for example in [43, 44].
In the context of this thesis three stages of sea ice evolution are of interest and
their characteristic properties relevant for radar scattering are discussed in more
detail:
1. Young ice
2. First-year ice
3. Multiyear ice
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Young ice encompasses the first stages of sea ice formation from ice crystal
growth to the consolidation of a more compact ice layer. Once the freezing point
is reached in the upper layer of the ocean ice crystals start to form. This earliest
step of ice formation is called frazil ice and accumulation of frazil ice crystals at
the surface is called grease ice. Under calm ocean conditions these ice crystals
consolidate to form a smooth, thin layer of sea ice known as nilas. These early
stages of sea ice dampen and prevent the formation of capillary waves at the ocean
surface. Furthermore, ice crystals consist of fresh water ice and the residual brine
gets trapped within the ice layer or can accumulate beneath or at the surface of
the ice sheet. On highly saline surfaces ice crystals can grow vertically at the
ice-atmosphere interface and form so called frost flowers, crystalline ice structures
a few centimetres in size. Formation of frost flowers increases the roughness of the
otherwise smooth ice surface. Motion of the ice layer by wind, waves and current
can lead to rafting, i.e. ice sheets are forced to slide over each other.
Under dynamic ocean conditions forced by wind and/or current interaction the
formation of a homogeneous ice layer is not possible. Instead, ice crystals coalesce
to form patches of accumulated ice. Under constant motion, these patches take a
circular form with diameters up to 3 m. Their rims are usually raised by interaction
with other floes and/or the deposition of frazil ice from the vicinity. This form
of ice is named pancake ice after its appearance. Individual pancakes can freeze
together under calmer conditions to form a more consolidated sheet of ice.
Under freezing conditions, the thickness of the ice constantly grows from the
bottom of the ice sheet. This process is known as congelation and the ice transforms
from young to first-year sea ice. Ice growth at this stage is controlled by the
temperature gradient within the ice cover because of the insulating effect of the
already formed ice layer and snow cover. Brine inclusions that were trapped within
the ice during its formation get rejected under continuous ice growth by gravity
drainage of the denser brine or brine expulsion, i.e. the increase in volume of
ice compared to water exerts forces on the remaining brine that eventually gets
expelled from the ice through small cracks [45]. Desalination in the bulk of the ice
cover is the consequence of these processes. Furthermore the ice sheet is subject
to constant forcing by wind, waves and currents that lead to divergence, i.e. lead
formation, convergence, i.e. rafting and ridging, and shear processes. As ice
thickens, mechanical properties of the ice sheet change from elastic at the early
stages to a more brittle behaviour favouring ridging, i.e. the pile up of individual
ice blocks, over rafting. Deformation processes greatly contribute to changes of sea
ice roughness and ridges with a height of several metres can form. Additionally, a
snow cover usually develops during the growth season.
Sea ice formation and growth is followed by the summer melt season. At first
the wetness of the snow cover gradually increases. Refreezing of melt water or
wet snow at the ice surface can form a layer of rough ice called superimposed ice.
Eventually the snow cover disappears and the underlying ice is melted under the
influence of the sun and warmer air temperatures. Water can accumulate in valleys
forming so called melt ponds consisting of mostly fresh water. Refrozen melt ponds
are relatively smooth compared to the surrounding ice. Ice that has survived at
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Figure 2.1: Sea ice scattering mechanisms.
least one summer’s melt is termed multiyear sea ice throughout this thesis and
therefore comprises second year and older sea ice. Melt and drainage processes
have transformed the upper layer of this ice to have a low salinity and to contain
numerous air bubbles. The density of multiyear sea ice is therefore lower compared
to first-year sea ice [46].
2.2 Radar Scattering from Sea Ice
Scattering from sea ice is dependent on the properties of the ice itself and the
characteristics of the observing radar system. As described in the previous section,
the physical properties of the sea ice are changing during growth and ageing
and are thereby affecting the involved scattering processes. Two main scattering
mechanisms are distinguished: firstly, surface scattering, i.e scattering that occurs
at the interface between two continuous media, and secondly volume scattering, i.e.
scattering at dispersed inhomogeneities within a background medium. Figure 2.1
summarises the dominant scattering mechanisms for the main ice types and open
ocean. The high dielectric contrast between the ocean and the air leads to a
very small penetration depth of the radar wave into the water and scattering of
calm and wind roughened water is therefore dominated by surface scattering. The
high salinity of young and first-year ice favours surface scattering and prevents
significant contributions from volume scattering. With increasing age, the salinity
in the upper layer is reduced and microwave radiation can penetrate into the sea
ice volume. Furthermore, the ice gets more porous by water percolation from the
surface during the melt season, leaving a sufficient amount of air bubbles that
act as scattering centres [47]. Volume scattering is therefore largely contributing
to the total scattering signal of older sea ice at least for higher frequencies with
wavelengths closer to the size of the scattering inhomogeneities.
Surface scattering is mostly dependent on the small scale roughness of the surface.
Whether a surface is perceived as smooth or rough depends on the wavelength of
8 Microwave Scattering of Sea Ice 2.2
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Figure 2.2: Impact of increasing surface roughness on surface scattering at different
frequencies.
the microwave radiation. The Fraunhofer roughness criterion
s <
λ
32 cos θ
(2.1)
with root mean square surface height s, wavelength λ and incidence angle θ is often
used as a guideline for smooth surfaces [48]. Undulating surfaces are assumed to
have a much larger wavelength than the microwave radiation. Smooth surfaces are
dominated by coherent scattering, i.e. incidence and scattering angle are identical,
and little to no depolarisation occurs. As surfaces get rougher, a noncoherent or
diffuse scattering component, i.e. scattering in all possible directions, develops and
depolarisation becomes more likely [49]. The effect of increasing surface roughness
on scattering at different frequencies is shown in Figure 2.2. The roughness of
the open ocean generally varies with the wind speed and can therefore span a
wide range of values, starting from almost perfectly smooth for calm ocean areas
and increasing in roughness with the wind speed. Capillary waves on the ocean
surface with wavelength similar to the radar wavelength enable resonant Bragg
scattering [50, 51]. Especially young ice is very variable in its surface roughness
that is among other things depending on the wind conditions at its formation and
the deformation history of the thin ice layer. After consolidation into a contiguous
ice sheet, the surface remains relatively smooth but frost flower formation can
greatly enhance small scale surface roughness. First-year ice stays relatively smooth
but deformation features such as ridges have an increased surface roughness and
significantly change the surface topography thereby enabling multiple scattering
processes and creating facets directed in various directions. Multiyear sea ice often
has an increased surface roughness caused by superimposed ice that formed during
melt-freeze processes.
From the discussion of the different scattering processes it is apparent that the
choice of the radar system parameters frequency, polarisation and incidence angle
has an impact on the scattered signal. Frequency dependence is directly evident
from Equation 2.1 for surface scattering. The wavelength of the radar frequency
directly affects the backscattered signal which increases with the roughness of
the surface. Volume scattering is determined by the size and distribution of the
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Figure 2.3: Wavelength dependence of penetration depth (left) and volume scattering
(right, scattering particle size exaggerated).
air voids in the upper layer of the ice. The size of the air voids relative to the
wavelength of the microwave radiation needs to be large enough to allow for effective
volume scattering [20]. Furthermore, the frequency determines the penetration
depth into a material and is usually larger for lower frequencies. These two cases
are schematically emphasized in Figure 2.3.
Depolarisation, i.e. the change of the polarisation state, is mainly caused by
multiple scattering characteristic for e.g. volume scattering, very rough surfaces
or deformation structures [52]. Therefore especially the cross-polarised signal, i.e.
polarisation of transmitted and received signal are different, can add additional
information for sea ice classification tasks [21]. Of interest are the low depolarisation
of scattering from the open ocean and the depolarisation differences between first-
year and multiyear sea ice scattering. The incidence angle, i.e. the angle between
the surface normal and the direction of the incoming radiation, affects the scattering
process such that scattering usually decreases with an increasing incidence angle.
This effect is less pronounced for the cross-polarised signal [19].
So far the discussion has neglected the influence of the snow layer that accu-
mulates on the ice during winter. For dry snow conditions the impact of the snow
layer is negligible for most radar frequencies [48]. For wet snow, however, the
dielectric constant rapidly increases with moisture constant and surface scattering
becomes more pronounced. Wet snow is also the reason why scattering signatures
of different ice types vanish with the onset of melting, because the radiation can
no longer penetrate into the ice layer.
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3 Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging of
Sea Ice
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) techniques enable monitoring of the Arctic sea
ice cover with high temporal and spatial resolution independent of solar light
and mostly undisturbed by clouds. SAR imagery has become the primary source
of information about the sea ice cover for tasks that require timely and high
resolution data but not necessarily daily global or hemispherical coverage. That
is, for example, ice charting and navigation in ice infested waters. After a brief
introduction to radar and SAR principles, SAR image interpretation with respect
to sea ice information is discussed in more details in this chapter.
3.1 Radar Basics
Radar is an active remote sensing technique that transmits and receives radiation
in the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum. For spaceborne sea
ice observations this usually ranges from frequencies at about 1.2 GHz (L-band)
to about 14 GHz (Ku-band) or equivalently for wavelengths from 25 cm to 2 cm.
Besides its frequency, the electromagnetic radiation is described by the polarisation
of the electric field vector. As shown in Figure 3.1, linear horizontal polarisation
refers to an electric field vector oriented parallel to the xz-plane that contains the
observed surface. For vertical polarisation the electric field vector is orthogonal to
the propagation direction and the horizontal polarisation direction. Co-polarisation
refers to using the same polarisation for transmitting and receiving, and is usually
termed HH or VV for linear polarisation. Cross-polarisation employs different
polarisation for transmission and reception and is denoted as HV or VH.
The radiation that is received back from a distributed target by the radar is
given by
P rp (θ, φ) =
P tqλ
2G20A
(4pi)3R40L
· σ0pq(θ, φ) (3.1)
where P denotes power with transmit (t) and receive (r) polarisations q and p, λ the
wavelength, G0 the antenna gain factor, A the illuminated area, R0 the range to the
target, θ and φ determine the incidence direction in terms of incidence angle and
azimuth direction respectively, L a loss factor and σ0pq =
〈σpq〉
A the backscattering
coefficient with σpq the scattering cross section of a distributed target and 〈·〉
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Figure 3.1: Polarisation states of electromagnetic radiation.
denoting the ensemble average. The ensemble average is taken into account because
the power backscattered from a seemingly homogeneous distributed target exhibits
large variations from one surface patch to another, which is known as radar speckle.
Thus the power in Equation 3.1 should be interpreted as an ensemble average. The
backscattering coefficient is the observable that links the target properties to the
received power and thus contains the information available from radar imagery.
The incidence angle dependence of the backscattering coefficient σ0pq complicates
the interpretation of the obtained measurements if large incidence angle ranges are
covered by the data. It can partly be corrected by normalisation of the illuminated
area to the incidence direction and therefore accounting for the changing illuminated
area on the ground:
γ0 =
σ0pq
cos(θ)
. (3.2)
Residual incidence angle dependence remains because of the explicit dependence of
the backscattering coefficient σ0pq(θ, φ) on the incidence direction. Model-based inci-
dence angle correction is often used to obtain homogenised backscatter coefficients
and thus to account for these variations [53].
Radar resolution in range for signals is determined by the bandwidth B of the
signal
δr =
c
2B
. (3.3)
The spatial resolution of the radar system is dependent on the radar beamwidth in
azimuth and elevation. The opening angle of the antenna can be approximated by
the following equation [54]:
θant ≈ β · λ
D
, (3.4)
where β is a factor describing the antenna form, i.e. β = 0.886 for 3 dB width of
a planar antenna with uniform weighting, and D is the antenna dimension with
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and θant the opening angle of the antenna.
λ << D. This results in an azimuth resolution that depends on the range from
the antenna to the target:
δaz ≈ θant ·Rsl (3.5)
with the slant range Rsl.
3.2 Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging
Conventional real aperture radar would require very large physical antenna sizes
to obtain acceptable azimuth resolutions for spaceborne radar systems. SAR
circumvents this problem by observing the ground from different antenna positions
in space and thereby synthesising a large antenna and improving the azimuth
resolution. A typical imaging geometry for the stripmap case is shown in Figure 3.2.
A SAR system is a side-looking radar system with a look angle, i.e. the angle
between nadir and the viewing direction, typically in the range of 15–55◦ for
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spaceborne sensors. The direction along the antenna flight path is called along-
track direction, the slant range is the distance between the antenna and the target
and its direction is also termed across-track direction. The projection of the slant
range onto the ground plane is called ground range. The 2-dimensional image space
is spanned by the range or across-track dimension and the azimuth or along-track
direction. The length of the synthetic antenna LSAR is determined by the time a
target is illuminated by the antenna.
The sequential observation of the target area from different antenna positions
requires post-processing of the raw data to obtain a meaningful image. The
following simplified view illustrates the general idea of SAR processing. At each
antenna position a coherent linear frequency modulated pulse is transmitted. The
received signal is stored in a 2-dimensional array where each antenna position is
represented by a column which contains the range information. The range signal
is compressed by applying a matched filter, i.e. the optimal linear filter that
maximises the signal-to-noise ratio, to each column. In azimuth direction a target
appears in a range bin according to its distance rt from the antenna:
rt(t) =
√
r20 + (v · t)2)
Taylor≈
expansion
r20 +
(v · t)2
2r0
(3.6)
with r0 minimal slant range to target, v the velocity of the antenna and t is time.
The received signal in azimuth is proportional to:
saz(t) ∝ exp
(
−j 4pifcrt(t)
c
)
(3.7)
where fc is the centre frequency of the radar and c the speed of light. Inserting
Equation 3.6 into Equation 3.7, the following expression is obtained:
saz(t) ∝ exp
(
−j 2pifc(v · t)
2
c · r0
)
(3.8)
This is a linear frequency modulated signal in time and the azimuth resolution can
be improved by range dependent matched filtering in azimuth direction assuming
that a target remains in the same range bin [55]. If this is not the case, range
cell migration occurs and need to be accounted for. Several different approaches
have been invented to accommodate the problem and to minimize computational
cost. A more rigorous treatment of SAR processing algorithms can be found in the
following books [56–58].
The azimuth resolution of a SAR system can be expressed by [59]:
δaz =
λ
2θint
(3.9)
with wavelength λ and integration angle θint, i.e. the angle within which the target
is illuminated by the antenna. Integration angles of different observation modes
are shown in Figure 3.3. Stripmap mode is chosen if high resolution is required
but on the expense of spatial coverage, while ScanSAR and variants like Terrain
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Figure 3.3: Integration angles of different SAR modes
Observation with Progressive Scan (TOPS) are typically used if spatial coverage
is of interest. The latter ones are therefore widely used for sea ice observations. In
the case of stripmap imaging the integration angle can be approximated by the
antenna beamwidth (Equation 3.4) resulting in the widely used azimuth resolution
formula:
δaz =
D
2
. (3.10)
The resolution of a SAR system in azimuth direction is therefore independent of
the range to the target. For ScanSAR acquisitions the azimuth resolution is smaller
compared to stripmap mode because the full beamwidth is not used for image
formation.
Resolution cells in SAR images represent a distributed target that consists of
numerous elementary scatterers. The backscattered signal of such a resolution cell
is therefore the coherent sum of all these scatterers. As no two resolution cells of
a real but homogeneous surface have the exact same scatterer distribution this
causes variations of the backscattered intensity from one resolution cell to another.
This pixel to pixel variation is called speckle and causes a noisy or grainy image. In
many imaging tasks it is desirable to reduce the effect of this noise like behaviour.
Different filter techniques have been developed to preserve image structure and
texture [60].
3.3 SAR image interpretation
Understanding the appearance of different sea ice types and open water is crucial
for the interpretation of SAR imagery and the derivation of geophysical information.
The side-looking geometry of the instrument lets smooth surfaces appear dark, i.e.
very little backscattering to the system, and rougher surfaces or structures with
oriented facets appear brighter in the imagery. Besides backscattering intensity
different image areas can be distinguished by their texture, i.e. the spatial variation
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of backscatter intensities, and contextual information, i.e. the surroundings of the
area of interest [61].
Figure 3.4 shows an example of sea ice and open water at C-band (Sentinel-1)
and L-band (ALOS-2 PALSAR-2) at co- and cross-polarisation. Backscatter levels
at L-band are generally lower than at C-band where small scale surface roughness in
the order of the radar wavelength creates higher backscatter levels. Evident from the
images is that sea ice and open water are better distinguished at cross-polarisation.
Scattering from the ocean surface is dominated by surface scattering and therefore
backscattering is low at cross-polarisation. The contrast between sea ice and open
water is, however, larger at C-band than at L-band [62]. Backscattering intensities
over open ocean are more homogeneous compared to sea ice areas and hence show
generally less texture. Geophysical phenomena, e.g. oceanic and atmospheric
fronts or upwelling, can introduce some structure features to the backscatter of the
ocean surface. Dark areas in open water are characterised by very smooth surfaces
compared to the radar wavelength. Common causes are amongst others biogenic
surface slicks or oil spills, new ice formation and wind shadowing that suppress
capillary wave formation and therefore reduce radar backscatter [63]. Furthermore,
backscatter intensities over open water are highly dependent on the incidence and
azimuth angle as well as on the wind stress [64, 65]. Open ocean, therefore, spans
a large range of possible backscatter values but its distinct texture that is usually
homogeneous over large areas makes it discernible by visual inspection.
Sea ice also encompasses a wide variability of backscatter intensities and different
textures driven by the stage of development and physical properties of the sea
ice. Especially early stages of sea ice evolution exhibit large variations in radar
backscatter depending on conditions under formation and exerted forces by winds
and currents. Smooth ice surfaces of grease ice or nilas have a low backscatter
intensity for the usual frequency range from X-band to L-band. Pancake and brash
ice or ice that consists of individual floes below the resolution of the SAR system
greatly increase backscatter intensities for shorter wavelength due to many facets
that enable backscattering to the sensor. These ice types usually show very little
texture with speckle-like backscatter. Frost flowers with sizes of a few centimetres
greatly enhance small scale surface roughness and thus the backscatter intensity at
higher frequencies [66]. Lower frequencies like L-band do not interact with these
features and backscatter intensities are not increased [67]. Consolidated first-year
sea ice has backscatter levels in between the low backscatter of smooth young ice
and the high backscatter of roughened young ice.
Deformation features caused by convergence or shear of the sea ice increase the
backscatter because of facets facing the radar and increased roughness of the surface.
These effects are much more pronounced at L-band compared to C-band [68]. This
is demonstrated by the area marked with a yellow ellipse in Figure 3.5. While at
C-band no difference between the ice and deformation features is visible, these stick
out at L-band as brighter features between darker ice floes. Thereby floe outlines
are more clearly visible at L-band.
As sea ice ages, scattering from air voids within the sea ice volume becomes
significant for smaller radar wavelengths or higher frequencies. Therefore, the
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Figure 3.4: SAR images of sea ice and open water taken on 2016-01-09 over Fram
Strait. Top row: Sentinel-1 HH (left) and HV (right). Bottom row: ALOS-2
PALSAR-2 HH (left) and HV (right). Left and right colour bars refer to HH and
HV images respectively. Yellow arrows mark the flight direction of the satellite.
[Contains Copernicus Sentinel data 2016, ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 c©JAXA]
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Figure 3.5: SAR images of first-year and multiyear sea ice in Fram Strait 2015-
10-22. Top row: Sentinel-1 HH (left) and HV (right). Bottom row: ALOS-2
PALSAR-2 HH (left) and HV (right). Left and right colour bars refer to HH and
HV images respectively. Yellow ellipse and rectangle denote an area of enhanced
ridging and of thin ice with increased small-scale roughness by possible frost flowers,
respectively. A typical first-year ice area is marked with FYI and and old ice floe
with MYI. [Contains Copernicus Sentinel data 2015, ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 c©JAXA]
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backscatter intensity of multiyear ice increases compared to the younger ice regimes.
Longer wavelengths (lower frequencies) are, however, less sensitive to the small
air inclusions and in addition to the larger penetration depths into the ice volume
this leads to a reduced backscatter intensity of multiyear sea ice [69]. This effect
is shown in Figure 3.5 at areas marked with MYI. From that figure, it is also
notable that there is a larger contrast between multiyear sea ice and first-year
ice at C-band than at L-band. Furthermore, the contrast between different ice
types within the first-year ice area is enhanced in the C-band image. Areas of new
ice formation (yellow rectangle in Figure 3.5) with possibly enhanced small-scale
surface roughness by frost flowers appear bright at C-band while they remain dark
at L-band. X-band backscatter intensities are similar to C-band but the shorter
wavelength can increase the separation of first-year and multiyear sea ice [20, 70].
The preceding discussion focuses on differences during winter, when a cold
and dry snow cover can be assumed that does not greatly affect the backscatter
signal. This changes with the onset of melt when the larger penetration depth
of L-band becomes beneficial for ice type separation during most of the melting
season. Furthermore, during melt a reversion of the backscatter characteristics for
first-year and multiyear sea ice, as described above, can be observed for C-band
and L-band observations [71]. Generally summer conditions with a wet surface
layer are challenging for radar remote sensing techniques as much of the surface
contrast is lost.
3.4 SAR Missions and Data
Data of two spaceborne SAR missions has been used within this thesis: C-band
Sentinel-1 and L-band ALOS-2 PALSAR-2.
Sentinel-1 is a constellation of two C-band SAR satellites that are part of the
Copernicus Programme of the European commission providing long-term Earth
observation data [72]. The first satellite, Sentinel-1A, was launched in 2014 followed
by Sentinel-1B in 2016. Observations are today operational and follow a pre-
planned acquisition schedule to fulfil the needs of the users. The radar frequency is
5.405 GHz corresponding to a wavelength of about 5.5 cm. A variety of observation
modes provide different resolutions and spatial coverage. The predominant mode
over the Arctic sea ice is the extra-wide swath mode in medium resolution with a
swath-width of 400 km and a spatial resolution of about 100 m in range and azimuth.
This data type has been used throughout this thesis. Usually the data is available
as dual-polarisation imagery with horizontal receive and transmit (co-polarisation,
HH) and horizontal transmit and vertical receive (cross-polarisation, HV). The
noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ), i.e. the noise floor of the images, is better
than −22 dB but varies with incidence angle being lower for higher incidence angles.
The cross-polarisation channel of images taken before 2018-03-13 show azimuthal
scalloping noise. i.e. noise variations due to antenna pattern corrections, and
noise artefacts at interswath boundaries for areas of low radar backscatter even
after using the supplied noise correction information [73]. Scalloping noise and
interswath boundary variations are greatly improved with the introduction of new
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Table 3.1: Parameters of Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 SAR images used in
the scope of this thesis.
Mission Mode Swath Polarisation Resolution NESZ
width (az/ground rg)
Sentinel-1 EW GRDM 400 km HH+HV 87 m/93 m −22 dB
ALOS-2 ScanSAR 350 km HH+HV 78 m/95 m −26 dB
noise information after that date but over sea ice an increased backscatter of the
first subswath remains [74].
ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 is an L-band SAR system operated by the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA) that was launched in 2014. The radar frequency is
1.26 GHz corresponding to a wavelength of about 24 cm. ScanSAR mode provides
data with a swath width of 350 km and a spatial resolution of about 100 m in range
and azimuth. Dual-polarisation data with HH and HV channels is used for the
research in this thesis. The NESZ of the data is better than −26 dB. For imagery
taken before 2018-04-11, the cross-polarisation channel can be blurred over areas
with low backscatter intensities [75]. Sea ice observations from ALOS-2 PALSAR-2
are much more scarce in space and time than those available from C-band radar.
Key parameters for imagery from Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 used in the
scope of this thesis are summarised in Table 3.1.
4 Radar Altimeter Observations
Radar altimeters are instruments to determine the height of the sensor above the
scattering surface. In sea ice remote sensing this can be used to determine sea
ice freeboard, i.e. the height of the ice above the water surface, and eventually
sea ice thickness by assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. The following sections will
present the principles of delay/Doppler (synthetic aperture radar) altimetry and
an introduction to altimeter waveform interpretation of sea ice returns.
4.1 Delay/Doppler Altimetry
Radar altimeters are nadir-looking instruments that determine the distance or
range from the sensor to the scattering surface by transmitting and receiving radar
pulses. The range and spatial resolution of a radar altimeter are governed by the
same principles as described in Section 3.1. Radar altimeters are, however, mostly
operated in pulse-limited mode, that is the footprint on the ground is determined
by the pulse length rather than the opening angle of the antenna. For distributed
targets such as ocean and ice surfaces, the measured distance corresponds to a mean
surface of all the scatterers within the footprint area. The resulting measurement
is therefore susceptible to speckle noise and several pulses are averaged to obtain
an accurate height measurement. This averaged signal is called a waveform and
reflects received power depending on range from the antenna. A schematic of the
observation geometry, the pulse limited footprint and the received waveform is
shown on the left of Figure 4.1. The waveform shows an initial rise when the
leading edge of the pulse is reflected by the surface and reaches its maximum when
the trailing edge of the pulse is first reflected from the surface. The illuminated
area at that time instance is a circle (depicted in blue on the left of Figure 4.1)
and equivalent to the pulse limited footprint. Thereafter the illuminated area
forms annuli of equal area. Theoretically the waveform would remain constant
but decreases primarily because of antenna pattern weighting [76–78]. The pulse
limited footprint of such conventional spaceborne radar altimeters is in the order of
1.5–2.5 km in diameter but can be significantly larger for rough seas [79, 80]. The
beam-limited footprint is determined by the opening angle of the antenna and is
on the order of 15 km.
Accurate height estimates require a homogeneous surface within the pulse
limited footprint, which is not always expectable over sea ice. Therefore a new type
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Figure 4.2: Relations between range measurements and freeboard for radar altimetry.
hice and hsea are the range between the altimeter and sea ice surface and sea surface,
respectively. FB is the ice freeboard and zsn and zice the height of the snow layer
and sea ice thickness respectively.
corresponds to the closest distance from the sensor to the surface. This point is
referred to as the retracking point. Different algorithms have been proposed for
this task: empirical retrackers like threshold retrackers that determine the point
on the leading edge by a threshold value [81–83] or retrackers that fit a model to
the waveform [84, 85]. The obtained range is subject to instrumental, e.g oscillator
drift or Doppler shift error, and geophysical, e.g wet and dry tropospheric as well
as ionospheric, delay errors that need to be accounted for [78, 86, 87]. Corrections
for these effects are usually provided with the data and are obtained from models of
the atmosphere or measurements of complementary sensors [88]. Sea ice freeboard
can be estimated by the difference between corrected range to the sea ice surface
hice and the range to the local sea surface hsea (see Figure 4.2):
FB = hsea − hice. (4.1)
The local sea surface can be determined from leads, i.e. openings within the ice
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pack either revealing a calm sea surface or covered by thin ice. The radar scattering
horizon over snow covered sea ice is, however, not necessarily equal to the snow-ice
interface and imposes challenges for sea ice freeboard retrievals [89, 90]. The
measured freeboard is therefore termed radar freeboard to discriminate it from
the real freeboard [83]. Sea ice thickness zice can be calculated from freeboard
assuming hydrostatic equilibrium [91]:
zice = FB
ρw
ρw − ρice + zsn
ρsn
ρw − ρice (4.2)
where FB is freeboard, zsn the thickness of the snow layer and ρw, ρi and ρsn the
density of water, ice and snow respectively. Ice density depends on the sea ice type
and is lower for multiyear sea ice compared to first-year sea ice [92]. Knowledge of
the ice type is thus crucial for accurate sea ice thickness estimates.
4.2 Waveform Interpretation
Accurate freeboard estimates require the separation of sea ice waveforms from
those representing leads and open ocean or those that contain contaminations
from mixed surfaces. Waveforms can be distinguished by different parameters that
describe either the shape of the waveform or the stack of waveforms used to create
the multi-looked waveform. The latter ones give information about the angular
variation of power within the stack of waveforms that originates from the motion
of the sensor between bursts [34]. Commonly used parameters are peak power,
pulse peakiness, leading or trailing edge width and stack standard deviation, a
measure of angular variation of power in the stack of waveforms. Pulse peakiness
is commonly defined as the ratio of peak power to mean power [83, 93]:
PP =
max(WFi)∑
iWFi
N (4.3)
where WFi is waveform power in range bin i and N the number of range bins. The
scaled inverse mean power (IMP) has proven useful in conjunction with our studies
for Paper D and is defined as follows:
IMP =
256∑
iWFi
· 2 · 10−13 (4.4)
The shape of the waveform is determined by the properties of the scattering
surface. Representative waveforms of open ocean, leads, first-year and multiyear
sea ice have been selected from SAR mode data of CryoSat-2 and are shown
in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows the normalised power waveforms that allows a
comparison of the waveform width. Open ocean waveforms are characterised by a
low peak power and a considerable amount of power in the tail of the waveform.
The relatively high surface roughness of the ocean reduces the return from the
nadir direction while it increases the ones from off-nadir directions. Stack standard
deviation is therefore high for waveforms from open ocean and is characteristic
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Figure 4.3: Representative CryoSat-2 altimeter waveforms for open water (upper
left), leads (upper right), multiyear sea ice (lower left) and first-year sea ice (lower
right). Note the different scaling of the y-axes. Parameters in the annotation box
are pulse peakiness(PP), stack standard deviation (SSD) and inverse mean power
(IMP).
for diffuse scattering. The shape of waveforms over open ocean depends on the
significant wave height, i.e the waveform is broadened and decreases in peak power
with increased wave height [94]. Leads usually have a smooth surface due to their
relatively small size and hence little wind fetch or due to the formation of a thin
ice layer. The altimeter return is strong and narrow with very little power in
the tail [95]. The stack standard deviation is very low because specular reflection
reduces the backscatter away from nadir direction. The maximum power of a lead
waveform can separate those returns from lead like waveforms, e.g. from mixed
surface areas [96]. Sea ice causes a waveform that has a distinct peak with some
power in the trailing edge. The different electrical and physical properties of first-
year and multiyear sea ice induce differences in their altimeter waveforms. First-year
sea ice has a higher peak power but less energy in the tail compared to multiyear ice.
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Figure 4.4: Normalised waveforms for open ocean, leads, first-year and multiyear
sea ice.
The increased peak power is a result of the relatively smoother surface of first-year
sea ice. Volume and rough surface scattering reduce the backscattered power at
nadir but increase it off-nadir and hence multiyear waveforms contain more power
in the tail of their waveform. They are therefore akin to open ocean waveforms.
The difference in waveform width is enhanced by comparing their normalised power.
The width decreases from open ocean over multiyear and first-year sea ice to leads
as shown in Figure 4.4. Furthermore, it is apparent from Figure 4.3 that sea ice
waveforms of consecutive acquisitions (light colours in the figure) are much more
varying over sea ice. This reflects the variability of the ice surface. In terms of
backscattered power, altimeters have oppositional characteristics compared to SAR
imagery because of the difference in viewing geometry.
The representative waveforms of Figure 4.3 assume a homogeneous surface
within the footprint but this does not always hold true for sea ice surfaces and
the size of spaceborne radar altimeters footprints. Especially specular reflectors
like smooth ice areas that only cover a small percentage of the footprint area can
dominate the returned waveform [97]. Furthermore, if these specular reflectors are
located off-nadir they can introduce a range bias that affects the retrieval of the
freeboard estimate [98, 99]. Mixtures of different ice types or significant topography
from ridges can lead to complex waveforms that impede the identification of the
correct position of the nadir return on the leading edge [100]. Figure 4.5 shows
an example of a complex waveform over relative homogeneous multiyear sea ice
with old refrozen melt ponds. The leading edge on waveform 502 is broadened by a
stronger reflector away from nadir while preceding and successive waveforms keep
a distinct first peak. The range bias causes an implausible low freeboard estimate
that can be eliminated by post-processing. The cause of the waveform distortion
cannot be inferred from the near-coincidental SAR image with a resolution of
about 100 m. Non regular waveforms, e.g. those with kinked edges, broadened
leading edge or multiple peaks, are therefore often discarded from analysis to avoid
inaccurate freeboard estimates [42].
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Figure 4.5: Waveform snagging for a series of altimeter waveforms over a multiyear
sea ice floe 2018-02-18. a) SAR HV image with altimeter footprints in blue and
b) leading edge of the consecutive waveforms. [Contains Copernicus Sentinel data
2018](from Paper D)
The presence of a snow cover affects the shape of the waveform and thus most
likely also the retracking point. A thicker snow layer broadens the expected wave-
form and shifts the retracking point closer to the air/snow interface [101, 102].
Though the impact of the snow cover on altimeter waveforms is undisputable,
the unavailability of snow property information with high spatio-temporal resolu-
tion [103] limits possibilities to take this effect into account for most of the recorded
altimeter waveforms.
4.3 Altimeter Missions and Data
Currently there are two spaceborne missions with delay/Doppler altimeters that
can provide high resolution data of sea ice freeboard: CryoSat-2 and Sentinel-3
A/B.
CryoSat-2 was the first spaceborne altimeter mission to employ the delay/Doppler
technique to reduce the along track footprint size. It was launched in 2010 and
is still in operation (2020). The mission is dedicated to determine parameters of
the cryosphere, e.g. sea ice freeboard and thickness as well as changes of the large
ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica. It is the only altimeter that provides data
coverage up to 88◦ and therefore of most of the Arctic and Antarctica.
The SIRAL radar instrument onboard CryoSat-2 operates at Ku-band with
a centre frequency of 13.575 GHz or equivalently a wavelength of about 2.2 cm.
The pulse limited footprint size is 1.65 km in across-track and 300 m in along-
track direction after applying delay/Doppler corrections. One waveform covers
approximately 15 km in across-track width. The range resolution is about 47 cm
and the range window of the waveforms covers approximately 60 metre with 256
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Table 4.1: Important parameters for CryoSat-2 and Sentinel-3 altimeters.
Sensor Coverage Centre frequency Bandwidth Footprint
[GHz] [MHz] (across × along)
CryoSat-2 88◦ 13.575 320 1.6 km×300 m
Sentinel-3 81◦ 13.575 350 1.6 km×300 m
samples. Parameters of CryoSat-2 altimeter instrument can be found in the
products handbook [88].
Sentinel-3 is a constellation of two satellites that both carry among other
instruments delay/Doppler radar altimeters. The satellites were launched in 2016
and 2018. However its primary mission objective is not only focused on studies
of the cryosphere which is manifested in the higher inclination of the orbit and
therefore data coverage only up to approximately 81◦. The parameters of the radar
altimeter on board Sentinel-3 are very similar to the one of CryoSat-2 with same
radar frequency, footprint size and range resolution.
Both missions also offer level-2 data that provide estimates of sea ice freeboard
but use slightly different retracking approaches. For CryoSat-2 a model function is
fitted to lead waveforms while a threshold retracker is used for sea ice waveforms
[88]. Sentinel-3 uses a three-part piecewise exponential function to fit lead as well
as sea ice waveforms to obtain the retracking point [104]. Main parameters of the
two altimeter systems are summarised in Table 4.1.
5 Ice type Detection and Classification
The increasing availability of radar remote sensing data requires new ways of data
handling and processing to fully use the potential of this vast amount of data.
Operational ice charting is still a manual process that is time consuming and not
able to handle and take into account all available data. For SAR imaging and
radar altimeters, there is not only quantitatively more data available but also
sensors with different characteristics like frequency and polarisations. Automatic
processing and analysis/classification on the one hand and combining different data
sources for improved results on the other hand are therefore major areas of ongoing
research. This chapter gives a short overview of current developments relevant for
sea ice classification with SAR imagery and usage of radar altimeter for detection of
different sea ice types to set the work included in this thesis into perspective. Focus
is, on the one, hand on dual-polarisation SAR imagery of different frequencies for
ice/water classification and, on the other hand, on improving spatial resolution of
information from delay/Doppler radar altimeters.
5.1 Sea Ice Type Classification of multi-frequency SAR im-
agery
SAR imagery delivers high resolution information of the sea ice cover and automatic
retrieval of information, e.g. ice edge or ice type, is often desirable to process a
large amount of data and reduce the workload on costly manual interpretation. Any
classification algorithm needs a set of features that separates the different classes.
In the case of sea ice classification from SAR imagery, the appearances of the
different ice types and open water described in Section 3.3 need to be represented
by a set of parameters. Backscatter intensities in co- and cross-polarisation as
well as the polarisation ratio PR = HV/HH commonly represent the image tone.
Those alone are, however, not robust discrimination features for sea ice as values
for single classes greatly vary in space and time and often overlap [105]. Textural
features have been suggested since early automatic classification efforts [106]. One
way to quantify image texture is by first- and second-order statistical parameters
[107]. First-order parameters include mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of an
image area. Second-order statistics are represented by grey-level co-occurrence
matrices (GLCM) and derived statistical parameters [61]. They give information
about the spatial distribution of grey values within an image sub-sample. GLCM
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texture features are widely used for sea ice classification approaches [108–110]. The
large number of potential features and tuning parameters, e.g. window size and grey
level quantisation, require feature selection and parameter search. Autocorrelation,
defined as follows
A(i, j) =
1
n− 1
∑
x,y(I(x− i, y − j)− µˆ)(I(x, y)− µˆ)
σˆ2
(5.1)
where n is the number of pixels, µˆ the sample mean value and σˆ the sample standard
deviation of an image block, is another texture feature used for sea ice classification
[28, 111, 112].
Incidence angle dependence impacts the backscatter intensities and can be
accounted for as an explicit feature in the classification scheme [28] or imagery
can be corrected beforehand [113]. Incidence angle dependence over sea ice can
often be approximated by a linear relationship between incidence angle θ and radar
backscatter σ0 in dB [114]:
σ0(θ) ≈ mθ + n. (5.2)
where m is the slope and n an offset. Incidence angle slopes can be estimated
either by direct calculation from backscatter values or by the difference in incidence
angle and backscatter intensity from two observations of the same sea ice area with
different incidence angles [115]. Values of incidence angle slopes at co-polarisation
are well documented and verified by a number of studies for different sea ice types,
e.g. [113, 116, 117]. At cross-polarisation slope values are expected to be lower
but reported estimates are limited and inconsistent, e.g. [116, 118, 119]. A better
quantification of incidence angle dependence is needed especially for multiyear sea
ice. Differences of the noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ) for Radarsat-2 and
Sentinel-1 complicate comparison of obtained values and results need to be verified
[120, 121]. Incidence angle correction, i.e. normalisation to a reference angle, has
been found to improve the separability of different ice types [117]. Challenges on
correction are imposed on image scenes with mixed ice classes because the ice type
is usually a-priori unknown.
Once suitable features are identified, a classification scheme needs to be applied
that assigns a class or cluster according to the features. In supervised classification
the classes have been defined beforehand and the algorithm decides which is the
most suitable class for the given set of features. In unsupervised classification the
image is clustered into areas of similar feature sets and a class is assigned after
clustering. Supervised machine learning techniques like support vector machines
and neural networks [122, 123] are nowadays the most popular choices compared to
more traditional statistical methods like Bayes and maximum likelihood classifier.
All of these methods require an extensive training data set that gives a good
representation of the selected classes not only for the training data but also for
unknown data. Training sample selection is crucial in all supervised classification
methods and inadequate choices can lead to overfitting and the inability to correctly
classify unknown data samples. Figure 5.1 gives a schematic view of the classification
process.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic view of a supervised classification process. Training procedure
in the upper row and application of classifier in the lower row.
Most of the research in sea ice classification is based on C-band imagery as
this frequency has been and still is the main source for sea ice information from
spaceborne SAR sensors [22]. Though other frequencies and especially L-band
have proven to contain complementary sea ice information [69, 70], the limited
availability and access to data of those frequencies has impeded implementation of
algorithms. L-band polarimetric SAR imagery has been used in a few classification
studies to discriminate open water, first-year ice and multiyear ice [39, 124] and
in comparison to polarimetric data in X-band and C-band [125]. X-band SAR
imagery has also been occasionally used for classification tasks [110, 126]. Studies
of polarimetric data usually have a smaller swath width but higher resolution than
wide swath SAR imagery. Therefore, the applicability of algorithms need to be
adapted and verified for images of lower spatial resolutions [40]. Combination
of different frequencies for multi-frequency classification attempts have proven
potential from airborne observations [127, 128]. Extensive multi-frequency analysis
for spaceborne imagery is, however, hampered by the limited availability of near-
coincidental data from different frequency sensors. Time lags of a few hours already
introduce a noticeable shift of image features due to the constant motion of the
sea ice. Comparison of classification outcomes from different frequencies gives
indications on potential benefit of multi-frequency analyses.
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5.2 Altimeter Sensitivity to Small Scale Changes of the Ice
Surface
Even though the introduction of the delay/Doppler altimeter for spaceborne mis-
sions on CryoSat-2 has increased spatial resolution in along-track direction [34],
altimeter derived results for sea ice still focus on hemispherical weekly and monthly
averaged maps of sea ice thickness [41, 42]. Early studies on Seasat and Geosat al-
timeter data on the other hand have shown the potential of conventional altimeters
to discriminate sea ice types identified with the help of SAR imagery [129–131].
Ice type classification is crucial for correct conversion from sea ice freeboard
to thickness (see Equation 4.2). Auxiliary data products such as ice charts or
sea ice type products derived from microwave radiometers and/or scatterometers
are usually used for this purpose [42]. The resolution of these products is much
coarser than the one of the altimeter [132] and small scale variabilities of sea ice
surface and/or type are thus lost. The possibilities to discriminate ice types by their
differences in altimeter waveform shape (see Section 4.2) have therefore been studied
to reduce the dependence on ancillary data [133–137]. Obtained classification results
generally agreed well with reference data sets from ice charts and ice type maps but
deviations occurred at the transition from one ice type to another and sometimes
within the ice pack. The cause of these misclassifications could, however, not be
further investigated based on the available ice type information.
SAR imagery is widely used for verification of lead detection algorithms from
altimeter waveforms [36, 138, 139], and has proven to be an invaluable source of
high resolution reference data. Therefore, the combination of near-coincidental SAR
imagery and altimeter waveforms facilitates the identification of sea ice conditions
that cause misclassification between ice types in waveform classification algorithms.
Furthermore, the response of waveforms to small scale, i.e. a few hundred metres to
a few kilometres, variations of the sea ice surface can be investigated to determine
the spatial scales on which such features can be resolved in altimeter data. Because
sea ice thickness is of greater importance, also the sensitivity of concurrent freeboard
estimates related to thickness changes of the ice cover, e.g. ridges or multiyear
ice floes, needs to be investigated. Simulations for pulse-limited altimeters have
shown a preferential sampling towards thinner ice types and lower ice thickness
in cases of mixtures of different sea ice types [100]. A better understanding of
waveform behaviour for mixed ice type surfaces is therefore necessary to mitigate
these effects.
On the other hand, SAR imagery lacks information about sea ice thickness
other than what can be roughly inferred from sea ice type. Assuming similar ice
thickness in adjacent areas of the same SAR backscattering characteristics, the
linear measurements of sea ice freeboard could be spatially expanded. The research
presented in this thesis shows the potential of using SAR imagery and altimeter
waveform information to better understand waveform behaviour at mixed ice type
areas as well as to identify scales of changes in sea ice surface characteristics needed
to obtain meaningful freeboard and thus thickness estimates. Figure 5.2 summarises
the potential benefits of the combination of SAR imagery and altimeter waveform
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Figure 5.2: Potential synergies of combination of SAR imagery and altimeter
waveforms.
information.
5.3 Study Areas
Fram Strait located between Greenland and Svalbard and the Beaufort Sea located
north of Canada and Alaska are the areas used for the studies within this thesis.
Figure 5.3 outlines the location of the study areas within the Arctic and shows the
dominating current systems in the respective area.
Fram Strait is of interest because it is the main export gateway of sea ice from
the Arctic and thus plays a major role for the ice mass balance of the Arctic [140,
141]. Sea ice is transported from the central Arctic by the Transpolar Drift and
finally the East Greenland Current through the Fram Strait while comparatively
warm Atlantic Water is transported into the Arctic Ocean by the West Spitzbergen
Current [142]. The local currents establish a year round marginal ice zone (MIZ), i.e.
the transition from the open ocean into the closed pack ice, within this area [143].
Currents and atmospheric forcing make the ice pack highly dynamic, with relative
high sea ice drift speeds of up to a few decimetres/second [144]. SAR imagery
offers the temporal and spatial resolution to cover the dynamical processes within
the ice pack and the outline of the MIZ.
The Beaufort Sea plays a major role for the creation of old and thick sea ice in
the Arctic. The anti-cyclonic (clockwise) circulation of the Beaufort Gyre retains
the sea ice within the Arctic Basin for time spans of years where it can thicken
and age over time [145, 146]. The transport of multiyear sea ice from the central
Arctic into the Beaufort Sea creates a sea ice cover that contains first-year as well
as multiyear sea ice [147]. The radar backscatter contrast especially at C-band
between old sea ice and first-year sea ice therefore makes the Beaufort Sea an
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Figure 5.3: The Arctic with the location of the two study areas Fram Strait and
Beaufort Sea and their dominating currents.
interesting area to investigate the impact of different sea ice types on altimeter
waveforms where SAR imagery can be used to verify the ice type. Furthermore,
recently observed loss of multiyear ice in this area impacts the distribution of old
and thick sea ice in the entire Arctic [148, 149]. Hence, the current and past sea
ice situation as well as future changes are of great interest to better understand
climate induced changes in this area.
6 Summary of Appended Papers
This chapter gives a short summary of the papers appended to this thesis. The first
two papers focus on sea ice concentration estimation and ice/water discrimination
from SAR imagery of recent spaceborne SAR systems. The third paper investigates
the incidence angle dependence of dual-polarisation SAR imagery and image
homogenisation. The last two papers investigate the potential of combining SAR
imagery and altimeter data for ice type identification and improved waveform
interpretation.
6.1 Paper A
In paper A a sea ice concentration algorithm based on Sentinel-1A imagery is
presented. The Copernicus Sentinel-1 programme made C-band SAR imagery
available for the general public and Sentinel data has since become one of the most
important information sources not just for sea ice applications. Furthermore, the
long-term strategic observation plan guarantees data consistency and availability
in the future. Automatic classification of SAR imagery is of interest to use the full
potential of the amount of available data.
An in house available sea ice concentration algorithm for the Baltic Sea was
adapted to the newly available Sentinel-1 data as well as to the study region
in the Fram Strait [112]. A neural network is employed to map image features
to ice concentrations. Selected image features are HV intensity, HH and HV
autocorrelation and incidence angle. Autocorrelation is chosen as a texture feature
because it can distinguish the homogeneous texture of open water and brash ice
of lower concentration in the marginal ice zone from the more textured closed
pack ice. The incidence angle is included to account for variations in backscatter
intensities with the incidence angle. The neural network is a simple feed-forward
network with one hidden layer consisting of four neurons. The algorithm has been
trained with ice charts from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute.
The algorithm is generally able to clearly identify the ice edge. Open water
areas within the pack ice are assigned with relatively low concentration values
and are therefore correctly identified. Areas of smooth thinner ice that have a
homogeneous texture and relative low backscatter are assigned low concentration
values even though they represent a completely closed ice surface. Close to the
ice edge lower concentration values occur where the ice chart indicates a closed
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ice pack. In these areas the backscatter is smooth in texture with relative high
values. This is typical for floe sizes below the SAR resolution and differences to
the ice chart might be caused by the subjective interpretation of the ice analyst.
Generally the algorithm produces results similar to the ice charts and is able to
accurately discriminate sea ice areas and open water.
6.2 Paper B
L-band SAR imagery has only been sparsely used for sea ice classification tasks and
the first step in algorithm development is the distinction of sea ice and open water.
In this paper identical neural networks are trained for ice/water discrimination of
dual-polarisation wide swath SAR imagery at C- and L-band. Near-coincidental
imagery enables direct comparison of the obtained classification results to analyse
similarities, differences and possible synergies in using the two different frequencies.
The study area is the Fram Strait located between Greenland and Svalbard and
the study period was between October 2014 and March 2016. This area contains a
highly variable ice edge year round that offers good possibilities to study ice/water
discrimination under different conditions. The dynamics of the ice pack in this
region requires near-coincidental observations from different sensors as already time
gaps of a few hours introduce noticeable differences between acquisitions.
C-band data used in this study are dual-polarisation Sentinel-1A/B imagery
in extra wide swath mode, while L-band data stems from ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 in
dual-polarisation ScanSAR mode. Dual-polarisation imagery enhances ice/water
discrimination. Imagery was calibrated to γ0 to reduce the effect of incidence
angle on backscatter intensities. The cross-polarisation channel of both frequencies
contains image artefacts due to noise (C-band) and low backscatter intensities
(L-band). Extracted image features were backscatter intensities at co- and cross-
polarisation, the polarisation ratio HV/HH, autocorrelation for cross-polarisation
as texture feature and the incidence angle. The features were mapped into three
different ice classes, namely ice, open water and thin ice/calm water, using a
feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer containing four neurons. The
network was trained with manually selected samples from a set of training images
representing the three chosen classes.
The algorithm performance is validated against ice charts from the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute and ice concentration maps from passive microwave radiom-
etry provided by the University of Bremen. The main differences are observed in
the marginal ice zone. Ice charts omit small details during the creation process that
are well picked up by the higher resolution SAR images. The ice/water boundary
in radiometer derived charts, set to 15 % ice concentration, and the lower resolution
slightly shift the ice edge. Features of thin ice/calm water within the ice pack
identified by the algorithm show a lower ice concentration in the reference data, but
are not well represented due to the lower resolution. Comparison between C-band
and L-band data shows similar results with slightly more robust classification at
C-band while L-band better distinguishes between open water and thin ice/calm
water within the ice pack. For high resolution imagery, ice drift already impacts
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the position of small scale features within a short time period, while no significant
change could be observed in the reference data.
6.3 Paper C
Incidence angle as an input parameter for sea ice classification has proven to improve
the obtained results in Paper B. Preferential imaging on one orbital direction,
i.e. ascending or descending, can cause training of the classifier towards spatial
ordering of classes instead of the physical properties of the ice types. Incidence angle
normalisation to a reference angle before classification can homogenise backscatter
intensities over the image swath and thereby improve automatic and visual image
interpretation. Incidence angle dependence differs for different ice types and
needs to be estimated to perform incidence angle normalisation. In this paper we
investigated the incidence angle dependence of Sentinel-1 EW imagery for smooth
and rough first-year and multiyear sea ice during the winter period 2016/2017. The
incidence angle range of this imagery spans from 19–47◦, but for most estimates
only the range between 29–47◦ has been used to avoid data from the first subswath.
The incidence angle dependence at cross-polarisation was of particular interest for
this study, as values reported in the literature are sparse and inconsistent.
Difference in incidence angle and backscatter intensity in dB between an ascend-
ing and descending image is used to obtain a linear relationship for incidence angle
dependence. This method is more robust than direct fitting of incidence angle
vs. backscatter intensity that needs to account for intra ice type variability. The
samples were manually selected thereby accounting for the sea ice drift between the
two acquisitions of about 14 h. The study area was located in the eastern Beaufort
Sea that offers a good separation between first-year and multiyear sea ice areas.
The obtained slopes for the different ice types at cross-polarisation range from
−0.16 dB/1◦ to −0.04 dB/1◦ for smooth first-year sea ice to older multiyear sea
ice. Backscatter intensities for smooth ice are close to or at the noise floor of
Sentinel-1 images. Thus, they most likely follow the noise floor that is varying from
subswath to subswath rather than the actual incidence angle dependence. Values
at co-polarisation vary from −0.24 dB/1◦ to −0.1 dB/1◦ for smooth sea ice to old
multiyear sea ice. Good agreement with reported incidence angle dependence at
co-polarisation increase confidence to the cross-polarisation slopes. The overlay
of near- and far-range clippings shows that incidence angle correction reduces the
image contrast at the borders particularly for a scene dominated by first-year sea
ice. The effect is not so pronounced for multiyear sea ice but still recognisable.
This study demonstrated that incidence angle correction at cross-polarisation
should be considered for classification tasks to homogenise the appearance of the
sea ice. The difference of incidence angle between different ice types also imposes
challenges on the normalisation process if a scene comprises several ice types. A
priori knowledge of the ice type is usually not available and using the mean would
always be a compromise for all ice types.
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6.4 Paper D
SAR imagery provides high resolution 2-dimensional information about the sea ice
cover but lacks accurate measures of sea ice thickness to complete the 3-dimensional
picture. These information can be provided by radar altimeter data that has so far
not extensively been used for small scale investigations of sea ice surface changes.
Combining these two different kinds of sensors does not only complement sea
ice information but also provides sea ice types information needed for freeboard
to thickness conversion. The Copernicus Sentinel mission not only provides C-
band SAR imagery but also Ku-Band delay/Doppler altimeter data up to 81.5
◦N.
CryoSat-2 has shown its capabilities to distinguish different ice types by waveform
analysis. This study aimed to investigate the altimeter waveform behaviour over
different ice types for Sentinel-3 altimeter data validated based on SAR imagery
from Sentinel-1. The Beaufort Sea was chosen as the study area because it provides
a good mixture of first-year and multiyear sea ice as well as the transition between
these two ice types.
The study used C-band SAR imagery in extra-wide swath mode and Sentinel-3
level 1b altimeter data. The time lag between acquisitions was about 5 h, with
Sentinel-1 preceding Sentinel-3. Two test cases in January and February 2018
were studied. Ice types were manually identified in the SAR imagery based on
backscatter intensities, texture and auxiliary information from ice charts. Peak
power, pulse peakiness and stack standard deviation were used to characterise the
altimeter waveforms. Histograms of these parameters for first-year and multiyear
sea ice showed a principal separation in their distributions but also a non negligible
overlap. From comparison with SAR imagery it is evident that multiyear ice floes
embedded in first-year sea ice are clearly distinct in the waveform parameters.
Mixed ice types between thick first-year and multiyear ice were more similar to
waveforms from first-year sea ice.
Knowledge of ice type is crucial for freeboard to thickness conversion and SAR
imagery can serve to provide this information in high resolution to improve the
thickness retrievals. Furthermore, this study showed the potential to investigate
the sensitivity of altimeter waveforms to small scale changes of the sea ice surface.
The reduced footprint size of delay/Doppler altimeters has improved lead detection
and thus the estimation of the sea surface reference. Despite this increase in
spatial resolution, most of the altimeter products are still hemispherical weekly
and monthly averages.
6.5 Paper E
This paper continues and deepens the work started in paper C. The relatively
large time separation of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-3 data did not provide the best
prerequisites for high resolution comparison of SAR and altimeter data. Smaller
time lags in the Beaufort Sea can be achieved by comparison between Sentinel-1
and CryoSat-2 data. The aim of this paper is to investigate the altimeter sensitivity
to changes of the sea ice surface in the order of a few hundred metres like large
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ridge fields and multiyear sea ice floes embedded in first-year sea ice.
Thirty six Sentinel-1 image sequences containing up to three single extra-wide
swath SAR images were compared to near-coincidental CryoSat-2 altimeter tracks.
Samples of first-year sea ice, multiyear sea ice and large leads were manually
identified in the SAR imagery in the same manner as in paper C. Additionally,
samples that showed a high peak power in the altimeter waveform but seemed to
have a homogeneous ice type in the SAR image were excluded to avoid effects of
sub-resolution smooth areas on the waveform. Samples of three winter seasons,
2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18, were taken. The uneven distribution of samples in
terms of season and geographical location made a thorough analysis of seasonal
changes impossible. Waveform parameters extracted from the data were pulse
peakiness, stack standard deviation and inverse mean power. The latter parameter
enhanced the contrast between ice types if peak power became similar for different
ice types. Peak power was additionally used in the manual interpretation of the
data. Freeboard estimates from CryoSat-2 level2 data were used to investigate the
possibilities to derive thickness estimates for small scale features.
Histograms of the waveform parameters showed similar results to paper C and
the literature. While the ice types are principally distinguished, the large overlap
impedes a general robust classification. Analysing the altimeter tracks and the
SAR imagery, it is found that waveform changes are coincident with local changes
of the sea ice surface as observed from SAR imagery. Lead detection is a standard
procedure in altimeter data processing and leads are easily identified by their large
peak power. Multiyear sea ice flows of a few kilometres in size cause a distinct
drop in peak power from the surrounding first-year sea ice. They need, however,
to be significantly larger, about 10 km, to obtain robust estimate of freeboard.
Smaller multiyear floes and larger ridges cause a respond in the waveform, but no
corresponding change in freeboard is observable. Mixtures of ice types, for example
in the transition form on ice type to another, often cause negative freeboards
because the leading edge is distorted by the smoother part.
This paper demonstrates the sensitivity of altimeters waveforms to changes
of the sea ice surface and thus to better use the resolution improvements of
delay/Doppler altimeters. Combination with SAR imagery offers the possibility to
better understand waveform behaviour for mixed ice types and to develop retracking
algorithms that better accommodate distorted leading edges. Furthermore, high
resolution information about sea ice types could also improve the freeboard to
thickness conversion.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook
The main objective of the thesis was the investigation of multi-frequency and
multi-sensor approaches of radar remote sensing techniques to identify complemen-
tary information and potential synergies for sea ice observations and monitoring.
Research on multi-frequency approaches focused on wide swath C- and L-band
SAR imagery for ice type classification and ice/water classification in particular.
Multi-sensor approaches combined radar altimetry data and SAR imagery to in-
vestigate, on the one hand, the sensitivity of altimeter waveforms to small scale
variations of the sea ice surface and, on the other hand, the potential to complete
the 3-dimensional picture of the sea ice cover at higher resolutions.
The developed ice/water classification algorithm, trained separately for each
respective frequency, operates on wide swath dual-polarisation SAR imagery from
Sentinel-1 (C-band) and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 (L-band). The classification results
demonstrate that ice/water discrimination is feasible for both frequencies with good
accuracy compared to reference data from ice charts and microwave radiometers.
L-band data can therefore complement lacking data at C-band or improve time
resolution of observations. Complementary information at these two frequencies
showed potential to improve separation of thin ice/calm water areas within the ice
pack. Strong sea ice drift, however, impedes direct combination of the two data
sets even for relatively short time lags of a few hours between the acquisitions.
Therefore, exploitation of multi-frequency wide swath SAR imagery improves sea
ice information retrieval but also requires a joint effort of simultaneous acquisition
strategies.
Incidence angle dependence of radar backscatter is an intrinsic property of
SAR images that can impede their interpretation. In the classification algorithm
this effect was mitigated by using γ0 backscatter intensities and incidence angle
as an input parameter. The latter bears the risk that spatial distribution of
samples can affect the classification result. Normalising the SAR backscatter to a
reference angle can circumvent the problem but requires the knowledge of incidence
angle dependence. The study on dual-polarisation C-band imagery closed the
gap of missing estimates at cross-polarisation especially for multiyear sea ice and
demonstrates that incidence angle normalisation should not only be performed at
co- but also at cross-polarisation. A younger and thinner sea ice cover in the future
will enhance the benefit of incidence angle correction.
Comparison of SAR imagery and radar altimetry demonstrated the sensitivity
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of altimeter waveforms to small scale (on the order of a few hundred metres to a few
kilometres) variations of the sea ice surface and therefore the potential to derive
sea ice thickness information with higher spatial resolution. Freeboard estimates,
however, did not respond accordingly and underline the necessity of retracking
methods that better accommodate waveforms of heterogeneous ice type composition
within the altimeter footprint. SAR imagery aids the identification of sea ice type
necessary for freeboard to thickness conversion and areas where mixtures of ice types
can occur within the altimeter footprint. Fully-focused processing of altimeter data
has the potential to further improve the along-track resolution and thus improve
detection of small leads as well as uncertainties introduced by mixed ice surfaces
[150]. Neither processing technique can resolve the lack of information about the
snow cover but dual-frequency altimeter measurements can potentially provide
such information in the future [103]. On the other hand, the 1-dimensional ice
thickness could be expanded spatially by assuming similar sea ice thickness in
adjacent regions with uniform SAR backscatter.
The conducted research clearly underlines the benefit of data fusion from
different sensors and techniques for sea ice information retrieval but also outlines
challenges that need to be overcome to fully exploit the potential in the future. One
of the main limitations for operational usage is the availability of near-coincidental
acquisitions from different sensors. As opposed to observations over land, the
wind and current driven constant motion of sea ice requires near-simultaneous
observations to maintain colocation of the data. Future missions such as Radarsat
Constellation, ALOS-4, Sentinel-1 C/D, NISAR and potentially Rose-L will increase
and ensure the data availability for SAR imagery at different frequencies [151–
155]. While SAR observations are settled to provide good coverage of the Arctic,
CryoSat-2 is currently the only radar altimeter observing north of 81.5◦N. Its
limited life span could cause a gap for continuous thickness monitoring of the entire
Arctic. CRISTAL, a multi-frequency altimeter mission, might close this gap in the
future [156]. Furthermore, it addresses the question of snow thickness retrieval for
improved sea ice freeboard estimates.
Data availability and consistency for long-term observations and monitoring
of sea ice from space seem assured for the near future. A joint effort of platform
operators on the other hand is needed to make more near-simultaneous observations
available for operational use as well as research activities. Synchronous observations
and a raising number of platforms using similar frequency bands also requires careful
observation planning to avoid interference between the sensors [157, 158].
Synergetic exploitation of different data sources also need a close collaboration
of the distinct research fields not only from remote sensing but also field and in-situ
measurements. The latter ones are necessary to verify the retrieval of geophysical
parameters from remotely sensed data and thereby ensuring high quality results.
This becomes especially important for sea ice thickness retrievals as currently no
other means of measuring large-scale sea ice thickness exist. Moreover, a changing
Arctic climate where long-term climatological means of, for example, temperature
and snow depth might no longer be valid [159, 160], there will be an increased
need of quantifying those changes. One of the primary assumptions of microwave
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remote sensing of sea ice is the transparency of the dry cold snow layer during the
winter season. Warming events, i.e temporarily increased temperatures up to or
above the freezing point, cause melt freeze cycles of the snow layer even during
the winter season [161]. Inclusions of ice layers within the snow pack over larger
spatial extents might therefore mask out the underlying sea ice from microwave
observations. Thereby, the distinction between different ice types by visual and
automatic interpretation of SAR imagery might be significantly impeded [29].
Moreover, internal ice layers will also shift the scattering horizon for altimeter
measurements away from the snow/ice interface and introduce an additional error
to sea ice freeboard measurements [162].
On the algorithm development side, the quickly evolving field of machine learning
steadily introduces and improves new classification schemes that are applicable
for automatic sea ice interpretation. Numerous studies have been conducted at
different areas of the Arctic but are usually limited to that specific area; an overview
is given in [22]. Comparability of the classification results is, however, limited by
the difference in resolution, used reference and training data as well as the location
of the study. Supervised classification schemes are greatly dependent on the quality
of the available training data set and algorithms could be made more comparable
by a common database of sea ice type samples, either regional or Arctic wide. The
increased daily spatial coverage of the Arctic by SAR imagery facilitates the step
from a regional to a more global derivation of sea ice parameters. Mosaicking
techniques are then needed to fuse imagery from different sensors and different
observation geometries [163].
Spaceborne radar remote sensing data has never been more abundant for
research activities and consistent long-term observations. This should be exploited
to facilitate multi-sensor approaches by a joint effort of the research community
and the platform operators. Moreover, the changing Arctic introduces challenges
to proven concepts of wintertime microwave remote sensing that require constant
evaluation and verification by field and in-situ measurements to ensure high quality
results.
44 Conclusions and Outlook
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